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Let R(R) denote the set of all tournaments with score vector R = (r,, rz,..., r,). 
R. A. Brualdi and Li Qiao (“Proceedings of the Silver Jubilee Conference in 
Combinatorics at Waterloo,” in press) conjectured that if R is strong with 
r,<r2<...<rn, then 1 F(R)1 > 2”-’ with equality if and only if R = 
(1, 1, 2,..., n - 3, n - 2, n - 2). In this paper their conjecture is proved, and this 
result is used to establish a lower bound on the cardinality of G(R) for every R. 
Let T be a tournament (that is, an oriented complete graph) with vertices 
VI, v* ,***, 0, * If ri is the score (that is, outdegree) of vertex ui for i = 1, 2,..., n, 
then R, = (r,, rz ,..., r,) is called the score vector of T. If T is strongly 
connected then R, is said to be strong, and if rl < rz < ... < r, then R, = 
( r,, r2 ,..., r,) is monotone. Let R, = (r,, rz ,..., r,) and R,!, = (r;, r; ,..., r;) be 
two monotone score vectors. We say that R, <R,‘, when rl + r2 + ... + ri < 
r-i + r; + ... + rf for i = 1, 2,..., n. This defines a partial order on such score 
vectors, and it follows that the smallest monotone strong score vectors are of 
the form R ,^, = (1, 1, 2 ,..., n - 3, n - 2, n - 2) [ 1 J. Let F(R,) denote the 
collection of all tournaments with score vector R,. We consider the 
cardinality of B(R,). Observe that we are interested in the number of tour- 
naments with score vector R, for the vertices labelled vi, v~,..., v, rather than 
the number of nonisomorphic tournaments with score vector R,. For 
example, Ig((O, 1, 2))1 = 1 and la((l, 1, 1))1 = 2. Brualdi and Li Qiao [ 11 
proved that 1 a@,)1 = 2”-* and conjectured that 18(R,)l > 2”-’ for every 
other monotone strong score vector R, . In this paper their conjecture is 
proved and a lower bound on / a( for each score vector R, (not 
necessarily strong) is obtained. 
For a tournament T, let A(T) be the set of arcs of T, and let s=(x) denote 
the score of a vertex x of T. Let R, = (r,, r2 ,..., r,) and R; = (r;, r; ,..., r;) be 
score vectors. If there exists a permutation u of { 1, 2,..., n) such that 
r; = rOCij for i= 1, 2,..., n, then we write R, - RL. Suppose that T E F(R,) 
and that C = (x,, x2 ,..., xk) is a (directed) cycle in T. If T’ is obtained from 
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T by replacing the arc (xi, xi+ ,) E A (7’) by (xi+, , xi) for i = I,2 ,..., k 
(modulo k), then T’ is said to be obtained from T by reversing the cycle C. 
Clearly T’ E K(R,). We now prove the conjecture posed by Brualdi and Li 
Qiao. 
THEOREM 1. If R, is a strong score vector, n > 3, then 
IF( > 2”-*, 
with equality if and only if R, - I?,,. 
ProoJ We induct on n. If R, is a strong score vector with n = 3 or 4, 
then R, -I?,, and thus the theorem holds. Let R, be a strong score vector 
with n > 5, and suppose the theorem holds for all strong score vectors R,,-, . 
Let TE B(R,), and let H= (x1, x2,..., x,,) be a hamilton cycle of T. We 
consider three cases according to how the arcs of T joining xi and xit2 
(indices modulo n) are directed. We shall show that in the first two cases 
IF(R,J > 2”-*, while in the third case 1 a( > 2”-* with equality if and 
only if R, - I?,,. 
Case 1. (xi, xi+*) E A(T) for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Let T’ = T - (x,}. Since H is 
a spanning cycle of T and (x,_ , , x,) E A(T), (x, , x2 ,..., x, _ ,) is a spanning 
cycle of T’, and thus T’ E d(RL-,) for some strong score vector RL-, . Let 
.Y; be the collection of tournaments in F?(R,,) obtained from T by replacing 
in turn the subtournament T’ of T by each of the tournaments in F(RA- ,). 
Let C = (x, , x3 ,..., x,- 1) or C = (x, , x3 ,..., x,, x2, x4 ,..., x,- ,) according to 
whether n is even or odd. Since (xi, xi+*) E A(g for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, C is a 
cycle in T. Let T* be the tournament in K(R,,) obtained from T by reversing 
both of the cycles H and C, and let T” = T* - {x, 1. Since (x,, x,- L ,..., x,) is 
a spanning cycle of T* and (x1,x,-,)EA(T*), (x,-,,xne2 ,..., x,) is a 
spanning cycle of T”, and thus T” E F(RL- 1) for some strong score vector 
R p-,. Let ,9; be the collection of tournaments in B(R,) obtained from T* 
by replacing in turn the subtournament T” of T* by each of the tournaments 
in F(R::- ,). Since H is a spanning cycle of T and (x,- ?, x,) E A(T), 
(X”, x,3 x2,..., q-2) is a cycle in T. The tournament T,, in F(R,) obtained 
from T by reversing this cycle contains the two arcs (x,- , , xn) and (x1, xn). 
Therefore, since each tournament in 9; contains the arc (xn, x,) and each 
tournament in cU; contains the arc (x,, x,- ,), TO is in neither ,rJ, nor ,.Y, . 
Moreover, since each tournament in 9; contains the arc (xnr xl) and each 
tournament in .U; contains the arc (x1, x,,), tU; and Z1 are disjoint. Hence 
and it follows from the inductive assumption that la(R,)( > 2”-*. 
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Case 2. (xit2, xi) E A(T) for i = 1, 2,..., n. If the argument of Case 1 is 
applied to the tournament in d(R,) obtained from T by reversing the 
hamilton cycle H, then we see that lK(R,)I > 2”-2. 
Case 3. (xi-*Yxj+l), (xi+2, xi) E A(T) for some i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Let 
T’ = T - {xi}. Since H is a spanning cycle of T and (xi-, , xi+ i) (5 A(t), 
(x1 9 x2,e*‘Y xi-* 9 xj+ 13 xj+29*Fe* x,J is a spanning cycle of T’, and thus 
T’ E g(RA- ,) for some strong score vector RAP,. Let Y1 be the collection of 
tournaments in K(R,) obtained from T by replacing in turn the subtour- 
nament T’ of T by each of the tournaments in iF(R;- ,). Now let T* be the 
tournament in d(R,) obtained from T by reversing the spanning cycle H, 
and let T” = T* - {xi+ i}. Since (x,, x,-, ,..., x,) is a spanning cycle of T* 
and (Xi + 2 ) xi) E A (T*), (x, , X, _ i ,..., xi+ 2, xi, xi-, ,..., x,) is a spanning cycle 
of T”, and thus T” E F(R{- ,) for some strong score vector R/_, . Let ,Y2 be 
the collection of tournaments in K(R,) obtained from T* by replacing in 
turn the subtournament T” of T* by each of the tournaments in d(Rt-,). 
Since each tournament in .-;“i contains the arc (xi, xi+ i) while each tourna- 
ment in <F2 contains the arc (xi+, , xi), Yi and 9; are disjoint, and thus it 
follows from the inductive assumption that 
Now assume that IR(R,)I = 2”P2. It then follows from the above 
inequalities and the inductive assumption that 
K(R,) = 9; u .5‘; and tin-, N R;-, -R;-,. 
Suppose that (xi, xj) E A (7’) for some j # i + 1. It follows from H being a 
spanning cycle of T that C = (xi, xj, xj+ , ,..., xi- ,) is a cycle in T. The tour- 
nament in B(RJ obtained from T by reversing C contains the arcs (xi, xi- ,) 
and (xi, xi+ i). Hence, since each tournament in ,Yi contains the arc 
(xi-, , xi) and each tournament in 9; contains the arc (xi+ i, xi), this tour- 
nament is in neither .Yi nor ,Pi, which contradicts R(R,) = Lpi U ,?;. 
Therefore, the only arc of T that is directed from vertex xi is (xi, xi+ ,). Now 
suppose that (xi+ i, I x.) E A(T) for some j + i + 2. It follows from H being a 
spanning cycle of T that C = (xi+, , xj, xj+ 1 ,..., xi) is a cycle in T. The tour- 
nament in F(R,) obtained from T by reversing C contains the arcs (xi+, , xi) 
and (Xi+ 1 y Xi+z>* I-I ence, since each tournament in ‘4”; contains the arc 
(xi, xi + i) and each tournament in 5‘; contains the arc (xi + I) xi+ ,), this tour- 
nament is in neither .-Yi nor ..F2, which contradicts g(R,) = ,p, U ..yi. 
Therefore, the only arc of T that is directed from vertex xi+, is (xi+ 1, x~+~). 
Since (xi+, , xi+?) is the only arc of T directed from vertex xi+, and 
T’ = T - (xi}, we see that 
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Moreover, since (xi, xi+ i) is the only arc of T directed from vertex xi, 
S&j) = 1, 
So = 1 + S,t(xj)Y j = 1, 2,..., i - 1, i + 2, i + 3 ,..., n. 
Therefore, since T’ EF(RLP,) and R;-, -R^“-,, we have R.-I?“. This 
proves the theorem. 
Let R, be a score vector and let TE K(R,). There exist strongly 
connected subtournaments T,, T,,..., T, of T, 1 < k < n, such that each 
vertex of T is a vertex of precisely one of these subtournaments and there is 
an arc of T directed from each vertex of Tj to each vertex of Ti whenever 
j > i. Let R,,, R,,> ,..., R,,K be score vectors such that Ti E K(R,,i> for 
i = 1, 2,..., k. We call these score vectors the strong constituents of R,. If 
n, > I, then R,i is said to be nontrivial. A score vector R, is called minimal 
if R,, - R ,^! for each nontrivial strong constituent R,,; of R,. 
THEOREM 2. If R, is a score vector 
nontrivial strong constituents, then 
I ~@,)I Z 2” 
with equality if and only $ R, is minimal. 
with k strong constituents and t 
k-l 
ProoJ Let R, have strong constituents R,,, RnZ,..., RnI and nontrivial 
strong constituents R,,, R, ,,..., R,,. Using Theorem 1, we see that 
Suppose that IF( = fnPkP’. Then IF(R,Jl = 2”‘-* for i = 1, 2,..., t. 
Therefore, according to Theorem 1, R,i - R^,i for i = 1, 2,..., t, and it follows 
that R, is minimal. 
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